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Abstract
The paper presents the transformation of the national system of reference coordinates, STEREO 1970, in the European
reference system, WGS 1984, using constant coefficients method. It also presents the difference between the coordinates
obtained by the method mentioned above and the results obtained by using TransDatRO program, authorized by
ANCPI, application for converting coordinates of STEREO 1970 into ETRS 1989 system, currently used to the whole
European continent for GPS measurements.
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permanent movement of the continents, which
are approaching and moving away from each
other with approximately 12 cm/year, the
ETRS 1989 was created, standard system used
for the GPS measurements in whole Europe.
This system is based on the ITRS, the more
precise version of WGS 1984, but it changes
permanently the origin towards the reference
system WGS 1984, that will result in the
appearance of differences of the level of
seconds.

INTRODUCTION
Once with the adherence of Romania to the
European Union, a problem has risen
regarding the shift from the national system of
projection to the european one, with the
purpose of creating an unitary reference
system for the whole european continent.
The projection system used in Romania is the
STEREO 1970, which has the Krasovski
ellipsoid as reference ellipsoid. The central
point of this projection has the coordinates
B=46°, L=25° and it is situated near Făgăraş
city. In order for our country to have only
positive coordinates, the reference ellipsoid is
translated to SW such that the origin of the
system has the coordinates x=500000 m,
y=500000 m.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This case study was based on the points’
CSA97 and B1 coordinates from Maramureş
zone, coordinates obtained by GPS
measurements in WGS 1984 reference system.
The purpose of the paper is to verify these
measurements
with
the
method
of
transcalculus using constant coefficients, and
also verification of the obtained results, with
TransDatRO software, transcalculus software
authorised by ANCPI.
The first part of the case study contains the
transformation of plane coordinates STEREO

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The WGS 1984 reference system was created
principally for navigation where precision is of
1 m or less. Because of the low precision of
the system, ITRS was created, system used for
international geodetic determinations, with a
higher precision. In concordance with the
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70 in geographic coordinates WGS 84, using
the constant coefficient method.

Then the coordinates transformation from
tangent plane on the WGS84 ellipsoid with the
help of the constant coefficients calculated by
C. Moldoveanu.
It is determined first the
values of f and l
parameters, and then the
value of vectors f and 1 is calculated.

Figure 1. Points represented in plane
Table 2. Vector f calculation

The first step, in order to do the transcalculus,
consists in reducing the Stereographic
coordinates to the origin of the coordinate
system situated in the projection pole:

Second step consists in passing the
stereographic coordinates from the secant
plane to the tangent plane (Table 1).
Table 3. Vector l calculation

where:
c’ – transformation coefficient from tangent
plane in secant plane.
Table 1. Transformation of coordinates from secant
plane is tangent plane

Next step consists in summing the products of
the elements of vector f with the elements of
the first, second, third and the fourth column
respectively from the first transformation
coefficients table (x, y) stereo1970  (B, L)WGS 1984
(Table 4).

Table 4. First transformation coefficients table (x, y) stereo1970

A00
A10
A20
A30
A40
A50

0
3238,8279765
-0,256073492
-0,066220292
0,0000312629
0,0000024216

A02
A12
A22
A32
A42

-26,246618253 A04
-0,620236752 A14
-0,009981972 A24
-0,000189282
-0,0000033

In order to obtain the latitude difference in
sexagesimal
seconds
the
following
relationship is used:

 (B, L)WGS 1984

0,003312513 A06
0,000173545
0,0000057

-0,0000002

The latitude of the point is obtained with the
formula:
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B0  46 (the center of projection latitude for
the STEREO 70 projection case).

Table 7. The second table with the transformation
coefficients (x, y) stereo1970  (B, L)WGS 1984

Table 5. Calculation of latitude B

The operations described before are used. The
longitude of the point is obtained with the
following relation:

For the calculus of longitude, vector l has the
following form:

L0  25 (the longitude of the point at the center
of projection, in STEREO 70 case).
Table 8. Calculation of L longitude

Table 6. Vector l calculation

The second part of the case study has the role
of verifying the results obtained in the first part,
using the reverse transformation method
namely the geodetic coordinates transcalculus
in plane coordinates.
The calculation method is analogue to the
first part, just that for the calculus of
coordinate x the following values are obtained
first:

The products between the elements of vector f
with elements of the first, second and third
column recpectively from the second table and
the transformation coefficients (x, y) stereo1970 
(B, L)WGS 1984 are summed up.

B, L- latitude respectively longitude of the
point obtained in the first part;
B0, L0- latitude respectively longitude of the
projection center.
Table 9. Calculation of f and l values

Point
CSA97
B″=B·3600
170723,2283
B0″=B0·3600
165600
∆B″=B″-B0″ 5123,228279
f=∆B″·10-4
0,512322828

Point
B1
170738,2043
165600
5138,20429
0,513820429

L″=L·3600
L0″=L0·3600
∆L″=L″-L0″
l=∆L″·10-4

Next, the calculation of f and l vectors (like in
the case of latitude determination) and making

Point
CSA97
83944,63215
90000
-6055,367853
-0,605536785

Point
B1
83957,64169
90000
-6042,358311
-0,604235831

the calculation which will lead to the
obtaining of x coordinate in tangent plane. In
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order to obtain the x coordinate in secant plane,
the x coordinate is multiplied with the
transformation coefficient c=0,99975. For y
coordinate, the values of vectors f and l are
calculated and then we proceed as in the case
of x coordinate determination. In order to
perform these verifications, the values from
the constant coefficients tables are used for
transforming geodetic coordinates in plane
coordinates.
Table 10. Coefficients for (B, L)WGS 1984  (x, y) Stereo1970
transfomation

Figure 2. Transformation of coordinates points CSA97 şi
B1 with TransDatRO software

CONCLUSIONS
In order to transform the coordinates in
Stereo1970 projection from the Krasovski
ellipsoid to the WGS ellipsoid and viceversa, from the WGS ellipsoid to the
Krasovski ellipsoid, the constant coefficients
method can be used. Regarding the
coordinates transcalculus from Stereo 1970
projection in the ETRS89 projection
system,
currently used
in
Europe,
TransDatRO is used, transcalculus of
coordinates software, created by ANCPI. The
working principle of this software is based on
transformation parameters that creates a link
between the reference system and the
coordinates
(CRS-Coordinate
Reference
System) ETRS89 (European Terrestrial
Reference System) with the afferent ellipsoid
GRS80 and the national reference system S-42
with the afferent Krasovski 1940 ellipsoid.

After the above verification the coordinates
from which we started in the first part were
obtained.
Table 11. Calculation of plane coordinates x, y
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